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As a proud CU alumna, homeowner Sandy 
Suzor has a personal connection with her 
1960s-era Boulder home. “I attended CU 
in the late 70s, so being close to campus 

with a view of the Flatirons and the ‘old’ Harvest House 
fills me with nostalgia,” Suzor explained. The breathtaking 
mountain vista and proximity to her old college stomping 
grounds is only part of Suzor’s love and strong ties to 
her home; additionally, the neighborhood she currently 
resides in is also the backdrop to her childhood. “Being 
born in Boulder one year before the house was built 
gives me a strong connection to the era of the place and 
neighborhood.” Her affinity for her hometown combined 
with her innate love of houses and architecture led Sandy 
Suzor to hire designer Cheri Belz to bring life to her dream 
of a brand new kitchen complete with state-of-the-art 
Viking appliances right in her 1960-built house.
 Belz, an architect and personal friend of Sandy, spent 
nine months remodeling Sandy’s kitchen into an open, 
bright and airy space that connects beautifully to the 
rest of the home’s stark, modern and efficient feel. The 
stainless steel Viking appliances are undeniably the stars 
of the show, displaying themselves proudly against the 
white cabinetry and maple shelves and flooring. This 
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minimalist approach works beautifully with the natural 
lighting provided by the abundance of Pella windows that 
showcase wonderful views from every angle, setting the 
tone of cleanliness and utility while somehow managing 
to hang onto the homey charm of the 57-year-old 
house itself. “I love being able to see the outdoors from 
anywhere in the kitchen,” says Suzor of her airy, window-
filled space. “The natural light and the clean, sleek white 
interior combine for a comforting feeling.”
 Exposed maple shelving and sculpted melamine and 
extruded aluminum cabinet and drawer pulls add visual 
interest to what is otherwise a very austere space. White 
soapstone countertops and backsplash continue the 
overall feel of “less is more.” And then, of course, there are 
the professional-grade Viking appliances gleaming against 
the whiteness and impressing with the mere presence of 
their prestigious logo. “I love the bold Viking brand (that 

is) well-placed on the quality appliances,” admits Suzor. 
“After investigating over ten other brands, I am so happy 
that I went with Viking. No other company offered the 
quality, service, warranty and great look.” Indeed, Viking 
is the top choice for many professional and hobbyist chefs 
alike, and its reputation speaks for itself. 
 In addition to the gorgeous natural lighting provided 
by the many windows, Suzor’s kitchen is illuminated 
by canned lighting between the exposed beams of 
the kitchen ceiling. A natural gas fireplace that has 
been covered in Venetian plaster to match the rest of 
the kitchen borders the space, providing literal and 
metaphorical warmth to its surroundings. Suzor credits 
friend, neighbor and fellow real estate professional  
Mark Bossert as well as Cheri Belz with bringing her 
kitchen remodel fantasy to life, referring to them as her 
‘dream team.’ 
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As a licensed and practicing 
architect AND real estate broker, 
CHERI BELZ can not only help 
you find your dream home, but 
can help you envision what “can 
be” with a remodel/renovation 

on a not-so-perfect home in a 
perfect location!!  She has helped 
clients  buy and sell homes in the 
Boulder, Broomfield, Niwot and 
Denver areas. 

Website: www.belzresidential.com
Phone: 303-995-6111

“After investigating over 
ten other brands, (I) am 
so happy that I went with 
Viking. No other company 
offered the quality, service, 
warranty and great look.”

  “Currently I own a real estate brokerage so I have an 
inherent love for dwellings and prefer those that feel more 
like a home than a house,” Sozer explains. “After the 
remodel, 2655 University Heights Avenue is definitely now 
a very inviting home.” Sozer, who has two grown children, 
Sarah and Sam, has been friends with Cheri Belz since 
their hockey mom days back in 2004. When she is not 

helping others find their dream homes, Sozer can be 
found at home with her two Goldendoodles, traveling, 
biking and rooting for the Broncos, Nuggets, Metro State 
Roadrunners hockey team, and of course, her beloved 
CU Buffs. With a gorgeous, modern new kitchen in the 
timeless backdrop of her hometown, Sandy Sozer is proof 
that you can have it all!


